Delegation of German Industry and Commerce in Washington, DC

German investment in the United States is reaching new heights, underlining the strong economic ties between our two nations!

🌍 Germany is ranked 4th in #FDI in the United States with stock of $619 billion.

👥 German companies are the 3rd largest #foreignemployer in the U.S., the 2nd largest foreign employer in #manufacturing and the LARGEST foreign employer in #ResearchandDevelopment

💰 GER companies pay the 3rd highest #wages per employee among foreign employees (about $75k), higher than U.S. average wages ($51k)

❗❗ In DC and Virginia, GER companies are the 2nd largest foreign employer

Find more facts on #GermanInvestment in the United States from the Federal Ministry for Economics and Climate Action flyer on German-American trade and investment relations:

in German 🦅 https://lnkd.in/eqJMBU9j
in English 🦅 https://lnkd.in/ee9Rk-K7

This material is distributed by DGIC on behalf of DIHK DEinternational GmbH. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
Foreign direct investment in the US (in billion USD)

- Japan: 775
- Canada: 684
- UK: 661
- Germany: 619
- France: 360